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1. Introduction

The simultaneous lightness contrast phenomenon is the condition whereby a 
gray patch on a white background looks darker than an equal patch on a black 
background. In this condition, the induced gray surface perceptually acquires a 
complementary color than the inducing surrounding area.

Several theories have been advanced to explain the contrast phenomenon, which 
differ in terms of the importance credited to the perceptual processes involved. 
Some theories underline the role of the interactions of retinal neurons, while 
others focus on cognitive mechanisms (see Soranzo & Gilchrist, 2019). Theories 
based on retinal interactions, the so-called “low-level theories”, have been called 
to question since several visual illusions have been found that contradict retinal 
interaction-based explanations and support the main role of perceptual belon-
gingness, first advanced by Wertheimer (1923), in determining the lightness con-
trast phenomenon. Of relevance for this paper is the phenomenon advanced by 
Agostini and Proffitt (1993). These authors showed the importance of belonging-
ness by using displays of black, white, and gray disks placed on a homogeneous 
background. Belongingness evoked by good continuation or common fate facili-
tated the emergence of contrast: gray disks perceptually grouped with black disks 
appeared lighter than those belonging to white disks, and vice versa.

The aim of the present research is to measure the strength of belongingness in 
the magnitude of the contrast phenomenon. To achieve this, in an Agostini-and-
Proffitt-type configuration, we manipulated the numbers of inducing and indu-
ced elements and their relative positions.

The low-level explanation of the contrast phenomenon first advanced by  Hering 
(1920/1964) received great attention after the physiological discovery of the late-
ral inhibition process in the limulus’s retina (Hartline, Wagner & Ratliff, 1956). 
According to this explanation, a gray on a white background appears darker 
than an equal gray on a black background because the receptors stimulated by 
the white color inhibit the neighboring receptors stimulated by the gray color, 
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causing, at the perceptual level, its darkening. The receptors stimulated by the 
black background, instead, send little inhibition to nearby receptors responding 
to the gray color, resulting in a weaker darkening effect (Jameson & Hurvich, 
1964; Ratliff, 1965; Cornsweet, 1970).

Data seemingly supporting this theory come from Fry and Alpern (1953), which 
demonstrated that the contrast effect decreases as the distance between the indu-
cing background and induced region increases, as well as from Diamond (1953), 
who noted a decrease of the effect when the induced and inducing regions, instead 
of surrounding the gray surfaces, just touch them on one side.

Several models originate from this low-level approach and an excellent review 
of them is outlined by Foley (2019). However, as anticipated, this account has 
been questioned by many, and the low-level interpretation is nowadays  adopted 
mainly to account for phenomena occurring at an early stage of the visual  process, 
i.e., for brightness (i.e., perceived luminance, rather than  lightness  phenomena; 
see  Gilchrist, accepted). For example, the Contrast Sensitivity  Function 
 models (Campbell & Robson, 1968; Shapley & Tolhurst, 1973; Sullivan & 
 Georgeson, 1977; Wilson & Bergen, 1979) well interpret perceptual effects such 
as the  Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweet effect (COCE; Craik, 1940; O’Brien, 1958; 
 Cornsweet, 1970), in which spatial frequencies play an important role.  Moreover, 
edge detector models (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997; Kingdom & Moulden, 1988; 
Moulden & Kingdom, 1991; Ratliff, 1972) originate from this low-level approach.

Lightness phenomena, instead, are much difficult to interpret within the low-
level approach. One of the most compelling pieces of evidence against the low-
level account was offered by Wolff (1933), who noted that moving the inducing 
region away in depth from the target causes the disappearance of the contrast 
effect. This manipulation does not modify local/retinal photometrical relation-
ships between the part of the retina that is stimulated by the light reflected from 
the inducing background and that stimulated by the target region. Thence, this 
result implies that contrast can occur in relation to the apparent coplanarity and/
or to belongingness. This effect is very robust as it received confirmation using 
different types of displays, as well as on using inducers of different shapes, sizes, 
and intensities (see Soranzo, Galmonte & Agostini, 2010; Soranzo et al., 2020; 
Nedimović & Zdravković, 2021; Acaster et al., 2021).

Benary (1924), picking up a Wertheimer (1923) observation, demonstrated the 
role of belongingness in determining the contrast effect. He proposed a figure in 
which a gray triangle lying on a bigger black triangle, to which it perceptually 
belongs, appears lighter than an identical gray triangle that lies on the arms of 
a black cross placed on a white background. In the latter case, the gray triang-
le perceptually belongs to the white background. Equivalent surrounds bound 
both the gray triangles: each gray triangle is adjacent to a white region beside 
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the hypotenuse and to a black one beside the two catheti. According to Benary 
(1924), the belongingness of the target region to a whole figure defines which will 
be the reciprocal chromatic influences among the different regions of the display.

Further corroboration of the key role of belongingness in determining the cont-
rast effect comes from Laurinen and Olzak (1994). These authors superimposed 
sinusoidal modulations on each of the four regions forming the simultaneous 
lightness contrast display with a white-and-black background encompassing a 
gray surface each. They found that the difference between the grays is weake-
ned if the modulation frequency on the targets is different from that on the 
backgrounds.

Bonato and Cataliotti (2000) tested the importance of perceptual belongingness 
in the lightness contrast phenomenon by manipulating the texture of surfaces. 
They compared the lightness difference between two equal targets in two contrast 
displays. In the first, the targets had different textures relative to each other but 
equal to their own background; in the second, the targets shared the same texture, 
but it differed from that of their backgrounds, which shared the same texture. 
The lightness difference between the targets was larger in the first case, when 
the targets shared the same texture as their own backgrounds. In this case, their 
belongingness to their respective background was stronger.

Adelson (1993) presented another set of illusions that cannot be explained by 
models based on retinal interactions. The author demonstrated that simple geo-
metrical changes of stimuli that should have little effect on low-level mechanisms 
greatly affect the strength of the contrast. Moreover, the same author maintained 
that midlevel mechanisms, involving contours, junctions, and grouping, appear 
to be critical in explaining many lightness phenomena (Adelson 2000).

Eagleman, Jacobson and Sejnowski (2004) presented a class of illusions in which 
temporal relations with spatially neighboring objects can modulate their light-
ness. The authors demonstrated that the lightness of an object depends on both 
its spatial context – which includes perceptual organization, scene interpretation, 
three-dimensional perception, shadows, and other high-level percepts – as well as 
its temporal context.

Agostini and Galmonte (2002) found that perceptual belongingness prevails 
over local factors in inducing contrast effects. Stimuli were provided by two gray 
dashed Necker cubes, having black or white inducer corners; these configurations 
were placed on a white or black background, respectively. According to the local 
mechanisms of lateral inhibition, the effect would be determined by the influ-
ence of the target’s surrounding regions only, i.e., by the inducer background, 
especially because each single gray element is entirely surrounded by the back-
ground, and this fact would favor local contrast. According to a belongingness 
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principle-based explanation, instead, perceptual organization principles should 
affect the contrast exerted by the inducer corners on the gray dashed lines. The 
results show that the gray dashed lines having (belonging to) the black inducers 
are perceived as lighter than those of the other cube. Therefore, when the two 
explanatory approaches are directly compared, belongingness can account for the 
occurrence of lightness contrast, while local accounts cannot.

Agostini and Galmonte (1999) investigated the changes in the simultaneous con-
trast effect as a function of a systematic manipulation of spatial articulation. They 
found that the contrast effect is large when the spatial articulation is low; the 
effect decreases by introducing a spatial relation of adjacency, and it is further 
reduced on introducing inclusion relations when there is clear figure/ground stra-
tification and, hence, a higher degree of articulation. Moreover, ceteris paribus, 
the magnitude of contrast is weaker when the target is moved from the center of 
the inducing region to its border.

From the above-cited literature, it can be concluded that perceptual belonging-
ness plays a central role in lightness perception. The importance of perceptual be-
longingness is at the core of two current leading approaches of lightness percepti-
on: the anchoring and the decomposition theories (Soranzo & Gilchrist, 2019). 

2. The anchoring and the decomposition approaches

Both the anchoring and the decomposition approaches posit that the visual sys-
tem parses the retinal images into different components. The anchoring approach 
parses the image into adjacent frameworks of luminances, while the decomposi-
tion approach splits the image into overlapping layers of illumination and light-
ness. Hence, for the anchoring approach, belongingness directly affects lightness 
as it dictates how surfaces are grouped within a framework; for the latter, it has 
an indirect effect as it first influences the perceived level of illumination. The two 
interpretations of the effects of belongingness on lightness contrast have been 
compared by Soranzo, Lugrin and Wilson (2013). The authors urged the need 
for integration between the two approaches as belongingness seems to have a 
dominant role in generating contrast effects.

As anticipated, the experimental part of this paper develops this line of research 
further to clarify the role of the inducers on the induced elements by keeping the 
local stimulation constant. To clarify the role of the inducers on the lightness of 
the induced elements, on Agostini–Proffitt display types, we manipulated their 
numerousness and relative spatial positions. Furthermore, to compare the two in-
terpretations of the effects of belongingness on lightness perception, the intensity 
of the inducers was also manipulated. 
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3. Experiment 1

The aim of Experiment 1 was to assess whether the relative number and position 
between the induced and inducing regions affect the lightness of the induced ele-
ments. For this purpose, we created four displays, each composed of eight disks 
organized in a T-shaped form. The color of the disks was manipulated so that the 
relative number and position between the induced and inducing regions changed 
across the conditions. The rationale behind this manipulation was to assess the 
effects of belongingness: if belongingness generates contrast effects, then contrast 
effects must be recorded for all the induced elements, independently from the 
relative number and position of the inducers.

3.1. Method
3.1.1. Observers

Twenty observers volunteered for this experiment, all having normal or 
 corrected-to-normal vision. They were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. 

3.1.2. Apparatus and stimuli

Stimuli were presented on a high-resolution CRT monitor (1280 × 1024 27  pixels), 
controlled by a PC. The monitor was already calibrated. Disks arranged to form 
the letter T constituted the stimuli presented to the observers. This kind of dis-
play has been chosen to manipulate the belongingness relationships determined 
by Gestalt laws. The background had homogeneous luminance and surrounded 
the disks that formed the experimental displays. The size of the stimuli and their 
luminances are reported in Figure 1. There were four experimental displays; in 
each of them, the relative numbers of induced and inducing elements and their 
relative positions were manipulated. The four experimental conditions are depic-
ted in Figure 2.

3.1.3. Procedure

Observers were seated at a distance of 100 cm from the computer screen. In a 
forced choice paradigm, their task was to stare at a fixation point, placed at the 
center of the two displays, and to make a judgment in the lightness dimension, 
by indicating in which of the two displays the gray elements were lighter/darker 
(the direction of the question was counterbalanced). Observers participated in 
the experiment individually; vision was binocular, and each observer gave one 
judgment for each pair of displays once. The presentation order was randomized, 
and the left/right position was counterbalanced. The experiment was conducted 
in a darkened room. 
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3.1.4. Results and discussion

A binomial test was used to analyze the data. Results were statistically significant 
at an alpha level of 0.05. Moreover, it can be noted that increasing the number 
of induced elements while decreasing the number of inducing elements, the ob-
servers’ confidence decreased. This suggests that contrast induction elicited by 
belongingness decreases as the number of inducers decreases.

To further investigate the effect of the number of inducers, we conducted 
Experiment 2.

4. Experiment 2

To further investigate the effects of the relative number and position between 
the inducing and inducer elements, a parametric study was conducted in 
 Experiment 2. The displays were similar to those used in Experiment 1 but were 

Fig. 1. Size and luminances of the stimuli; units of measurement are centimeters for size and 
candela per square metre (cd/m2) for luminance.
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simplified in a way that all inducing and induced elements were aligned to form a 
single line (e.g., without the horizontal line of the T as in Experiment 1).

4.1. Method
4.1.1. Observers

Since the results that emerged in Experiment 1 with naïve observers highlighted 
an effect of belongingness even when the number of inducers was small, for the 
present experiment, we decided to use two expert observers (authors AG and TA), 
having normal and corrected-to-normal vision, respectively.

Another reason to use experts for this experiment is that the task required a large 
number of observations and a high degree of accuracy. In fact, it has been noted 
that adjustment tasks, particularly when sustained, produce highly variable re-
sults (Arend & Spehar, 1993a, 1993b; Spehar, Gilchrist & Arend, 1995; Spehar 
& Zaidi, 1997).

Fig. 2. Experimental displays used in Experiment 1.
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For a statistical analysis to be powerful enough to detect an effect, a small number 
of participants must be compensated by a high number of repetitions. An a priori 
power analysis was conducted to establish the number of repetitions needed to 
get a power of 0.9 with two participants. The analysis indicated that number of 
repetitions per participant had to be 20 for α=0.05, power =0.90, and effect size 
f=0.8 (estimated based on the results of Experiment 1).

4.1.2. Apparatus and stimuli

The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1. Five disks aligned along the ver-
tical axis made up the stimuli. The background, having homogeneous luminance, 
surrounded the disks forming the experimental displays.

There were eight standard displays (four with black and four with white indu-
cers); in each of them, the relative number and position of the induced and in-
ducing elements were manipulated. The adjustment method was used in two dif-
ferent experimental situations. In the first situation (nulling task a), the color of 
the gray elements of the standard display was matched against the corresponding 
grays lying on the background. In the second situation (nulling task b), the target 
gray elements were embedded in the display that was similar to the experimental 
display but the inducer elements were of the opposite intensity (see Figure 3).

The rationale of nulling task a is to measure the effects of belongingness on the 
lightness of both the white and black inducers separately.

A

B

Fig. 3. (A) Nulling task a. The lightness of the gray disk on the left was adjusted until it was 
perceived equal to that of the aligned gray target embedded in the standard display. (B) Nulling 
task b. The lightness of the gray disk on the left was adjusted until the illusion was canceled out.
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To validate this theoretical assumption, it was decided to take a baseline for each 
of the experimental conditions described previously, comparing each condition 
to itself.

The rationale of nulling task b was to obtain a relative measure of the simultane-
ous lightness contrast effect, wherein the measured effect is made up of both the 
induction effect in the direction of white exerted on the gray elements belonging 
to black inducers and the induction effect in the direction of black due to the 
influence of the white elements collinear to the gray elements.

Finally, it should be noted that in both nulling tasks, the surroundings of the 
standard and the test grays are of the same luminance. This means that if contrast 
effects emerge, they must be exclusively due to belongingness. Figure 4 shows the 
size and luminances of the stimuli.

Fig. 4. Size and luminances of the stimuli of Experiment 2; size is reported in centimeters, 
luminance in candela per square metre (cd/m2). 
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4.1.3. Procedure

Observers were seated 100 cm away from the monitor. Their task, in both expe-
rimental situations, was to use two keys of the computer keyboard to adjust the 
lightness of the test grays to match the perceived lightness of the standard grays. 
With regard to the nulling task a, each of the eight standard displays (four having 
white inducers, and four having black ones), was presented 20 times. The lumi-
nance of the test grays on which the adjustment was made was 10 times lower and 
10 times higher than that of the standard grays, in random order. In addition, the 
position factor on the screen was controlled for (standard on the right and test on 
the left, and vice versa), obtaining an overall experimental design of 8 × 8 × 2. The 
baseline was obtained as follows: eight experimental displays by 20 presentations 
by two positions on the screen (right/left).

Observers took part in the experiment individually; vision was binocular. The 
experiment was conducted in a darkened room. Figure 5 shows the stimuli and 
the task of Experiment 2.

Fig. 5. Stimuli and task of Experiment 2. 
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4.1.4. Predictions

Based on the hypothesis that lightness contrast is generated by belongingness, 
rather than proximity, of the inducing elements to the induced elements, it is 
expected that the contrast increases with the number of inducing elements.

4.1.5. Results

The results are depicted in Figure 6. Luminance values have been transformed 
into log units. The relative baseline has been subtracted from the mean value of 
each condition.

Despite the gray targets being surrounded by the same background, the color 
of the inducers aligned with the targets determined the contrast effect [AG: 
F(9,1)=9,991.84; p<0.0001; TA: F(9,1)=1,940.04; p<0.0001].

Fig. 6. Results of Experiment 2. Note: TA and AG are the authors Tiziano Agostini and Alessandra 
Galmonte in this paper.
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Contrast effects were recorded also with just one inducer. However, an analysis 
of variance for repeated measures showed an effect of the number of indu-
cers for both the observers [AG: F(9,3)=7.19; p<0.005; TA: F(9,3)=21.994; 
p<0.0001].

It seems that lightness contrast decreases as the number of inducers decreases and 
the number of induced elements increases, regardless of their position.

Not surprisingly a statistically significant difference emerged between nulling 
tasks a and b [AG: F(9,1)=280.7; p<0.0001; TA: F(9,1)=90.833; p<0.0001] with 
contrast being stronger in nulling task b. In nulling task b, both inducers gene-
rated a contrast effect, while in nulling task a, there was only one inducer type 
at the time.

Posthoc analysis performed on each pair of conditions resulted in statistically si-
gnificant values for both observers (p=0.008 after Bonferroni correction), except 
for the following pairs: 

•	 Observer AG

Nulling task a

•	 Black inducers: 3 vs.  induced elements: 4;
•	 White inducers: 2 vs. induced elements: 3

Nulling task b

•	 Black inducers: 2 vs. induced elements: 3.

•	 Observer TA

Nulling task a

•	 Black inducers: 1 vs. induced elements: 2; 
•	 Black inducers: 3 vs. induced elements: 4
•	 White inducers: 1 vs. induced elements 3; 
•	 White inducers: 1 vs. induced elements 4; 
•	 White inducers: 2 vs. induced elements 3; 
•	 White inducers: 2 vs. induced elements 4; 
•	 White inducers: 3 vs. induced elements 4

Nulling task b

•	 Black inducers: 2 vs. induced elements 3; 
•	 Black inducers: 2 vs. induced elements 4; 
•	 Black inducers: 3 vs. induced elements 4

A one-sample t-test applied on each of the eight experimental conditions, for 
both nulling tasks a and b, always showed a statistically significant difference 
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with respect to the target objective value, with a probability <0.008 (again after 
Bonferroni correction).

By subtracting the adjustment mean value in nulling task a from that for nulling 
task b for comparable conditions, it was possible to determine the magnitude of 
the effect of inducers with opposite polarity. An asymmetry emerged with this 
analysis; black inducers generate stronger effects than white inducers. 

4.1.6. Discussion

The principles of perceptual organization determine the spatial propagation of 
the contrast effect on all the unified elements. This happens also when the num-
ber of the inducers is reduced to one. Nevertheless, the data seem to show a 
tendency to a reduction of the contrast effect as the number of induced elements 
increases and the number of inducers decreases.

Relative position has no effect, indicating once more that local effects (e.g., reti-
nal interactions) play a scarce role in lightness perception.

Simultaneous lightness contrast is induced by both white and black elements. In 
addition, nulling task a led to a stronger contrast effect for grays grouped with 
black elements, while nulling task b seemed to lead to a symmetrical distribution 
of the effect.

What is observable from these data is that the overall contrast is not the result of 
the sum of the effects measured separately on white and black inducers.

Moreover, it is quite important to once more underline that these kinds of dis-
plays, where elements are surrounded by the same background, allow one to mea-
sure the contrast effect independently from the background, since under these 
conditions, the local induction factors are the same.

5. General Discussion

The present work was inspired by the research of Agostini and Proffitt (1993) 
demonstrating that lightness contrast can be induced by perceptual organization 
principles in the absence of spatial contiguity. We used new displays in which 
the relative number of inducing and induced elements and their relative spatial 
positions were manipulated. In this way, we were able to verify the extent of the 
simultaneous lightness contrast that is related to perceptual belongingness.

From the two above-reported experiments, it emerged that the perceptual orga-
nization principles determine the spatial propagation of the contrast effect on all 
the unified elements. This happens also when the number of inducers is reduced 
to one. It seems, however, that the contrast effect decreases as the number of in-
duced elements increases and that of the inducers decreases.
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Contrast induction is instead independent of the spatial position of elements. 
Most importantly, for the purpose of this research, it should be noted that con-
trast effects were recorded although the surrounding area of the target elements 
was the same. This phenomenon once more challenges low-level theories based 
on retinal local interactions.

Interestingly, we recorded a simultaneous lightness contrast with both white and 
black elements. The two adjustment tasks tested in Experiment 2 led to different 
results: when the adjustable elements were not subject to any induced effects, 
stronger contrast effects were recorded with black inducers; when, instead, the 
adjustable elements were subjected to inducing effects by inducers of the opposite 
polarity than the target elements, contrast effects were symmetrical for both the 
inducer types.

It is relevant to note that the overall contrast effect is not the result of the sum 
of the effects measured separately on white and on black inducers configurations

5.1. Interpretative approaches

Our results, apart from challenging the retinal-based approach once more, are 
useful to evaluate the anchoring and decomposition approaches of lightness 
perception (see Introduction section). According to the anchoring approaches, 
only black inducers should generate contrast effects, while the decomposition 
approach predicts contrast effects with both inducer colors. 

To conclude, the results of these experiments suggest the way that neurophysiolo-
gy and visual science should follow to identify the structures of the visual system 
that are responsible for the assignment of surface color in spatially articulated 
contexts.

In fact, in the present as well as on many other occasions reported in the litera-
ture, low-level models based on lateral inhibition mechanisms turned out to be 
inadequate to explain the functioning of the perceptual system in extracting, clas-
sifying, and integrating detectable edges in complex scenes and in the subsequent 
assignment of surface colors.

Therefore, it is extremely important to manage to provide apt operational defini-
tions for theoretical concepts such as perceptual belongingness, which can serve 
as guidelines for both psychology research and neurophysiology.
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Abstract
In 1993, Agostini and Proffitt showed that perceptual belongingness (the subsumption of 
some sets of elements into a perceived whole) causes simultaneous lightness contrast to be 
seen in configurations in which the inducing elements are not adjacent to the target. The 
aim of the present research was to measure the strength of belongingness in determining 
the contrast phenomenon when the numbers of the inducing and induced elements and 
their relative positions are manipulated in Agostini-and-Proffitt-type configurations. In 
the first experiment, by using a forced choice paradigm, naïve observers indicated which 
gray disks arranged to form the letter T in two rows (organized with black/white induc-
ers) appeared lighter/darker. In the second experiment, expert observers performed two 
nulling tasks: 1) the lightness of gray disk(s) was adjusted until it was perceived equal to 
that of gray target(s) aligned with white/black inducers; 2) the lightness of target(s) orga-
nized with white/black inducers was adjusted to match the target(s) organized with black/
white inducers. We found that also when there are few inducers, perceptual belonging-
ness causes the contrast effect to propagate spatially on all the induced elements. Spatial 
position does not influence the induction effect. Low-level theories cannot account for 
these phenomena, but higher-level processes must be factored in to explain them.
Keywords: lightness, simultaneous contrast, perceptual belongingness, grouping.
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